
Our Services

A tailor-made support
Maison Amarande offers a range of services from
interior architecture and design to works supervision.
We also source furniture, fixtures, lights and accessories
and, when it doesn’t exist, we make bespoke
pieces.

• Space Planning
• Conceptual & Schematic Planning Design
• Design Development
• Construction Documentation

• Construction Licencing,
• Tender support
• Works supervision through completion

• Furniture Procurement & Design
• Soft Furnishings & Decoration
. Art sourcing

From small to large projects, every scope captures our
full creative attention.



Portfolio
INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN 



HOUSE, LISBON
Ocean Connection
This house, with a breath taking view over the ocean framed 
by a luxurious vegetation, was fully renovated with the creation 
of a SPA, in the lower level.
The intent was to restore the modernity of the house with clean 
lines and minimal style, using architectural element like full 
height doors and recessed skirting boards.
We used a neutral color palette and natural materials to make 
the colorful art collection the centre piece throughout the house.





HOUSE, LISBON
Urban Retreat
We restored this 19th century house into a 
contemporarystyle home articulated around a minimal
stone and wooden central stairs. We used warm and
natural materials such as stunning marble pieces,
natural oak wooden floor with chevron pattern.
The house has been entirely furnished with pieces
sourced from design companies and completed with
bespoke elements and commissioned artworks.





APARTMENT, LISBON
Glamorous Jungle
We decorated this stylish duplex hand in hand with
the client to make her dreams come true. The intent
was to design an interior with a story to tell in a mix
between naturalist orientalism and classic British
influences with a dash of fun. Creating a fruitful
dialogue between the luxurious garden and the
apartment was also a key element of the design
process.





APARTMENT, STOCKHOLM
Winter Cold
This classic apartment with high ceilings and full of
great natural light was the perfect shell to decorate
with a collection of furniture, rugs, artworks and
handcrafted objects.





CABIN, AUTRALIA
Into the wild
We created a perfectly integrated retreat into the
amazing natural surrounding for a live-in live-out
experience. Natural if not recycled materials such as
wood, concrete, mild steel had to be used to design
a rough yet comfortable shelter. Selected with great
care, artworks from local artists rightly complete the
layering of this country house.





APARTMENT, LONDON
Refined Interior
We created an appropriately stylish but cool city
apartment, layered with a majority of existing modern
eclectic collection of furniture, rugs, artwork and
a few key new bespoke or vintage pieces. Striking,
rich and elegant finishes were introduced to make it
an edgier place as well as a comfortable home.





LOFT, HONG KONG
Industrial Chic
Design of a mix space, showroom for a fashion brand
and a 3 bedrooms apartment using cost effective
of recycled materials. The intent was to create an
eclectic style in this modular space with a blend of
industrial look and a touch of glamour thanks to a
few brass details and decorative unique pieces of
furniture.


